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Love is just around the corner . . . Sweet, shy Mara Hanover is in love with her neighbor. For four
years, she has secretly watched her dream man from afar. Handsome police detective Mitch
Lawson is way out of her league. She's a girl from the wrong side of the tracks, and there's no way
a guy like Mitch would want anything to do with her. But when Mara has a leaky faucet that she
can't fix, it's Mitch who comes to her rescue. Mitch has been eyeing his beautiful neighbor for a long
time. He jumps at the chance to help her, and soon their formerly platonic relationship gets very hot
and heavy. But when Mara gets a disturbing phone call from her cousin's kids, she gets pulled back
into the life she's tried so hard to leave behind. Can the hot law man convince Mara to let go of her
past-and build a future with him? (Dream Man Series, Book 3)
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My absolute least favorite of the Dream Man series and it is mostly because of the heroine.When
reading romances, I need to like the heroine. For me, the strength of the book largely rests on how I
feel about her. A great heroine will outweigh a bad hero. The reverse however is not true. And that
is what happened here. Mitch was an all-time fabulous hero. A stand-up guy right out the gate. A+
hero material. He was totally wasted on Mara.Mara annoyed the ever-lovin' crap out of me. She had
serious self esteem issues and as you read the book, you understand why. But holy-granola, those
issues consumed her and the book to an unhealthy degree. Since the book was told mostly in first
person, we were always in Mara's head living through her esteem issues. A lion's share of the early

part of the book was about her utter belief that Mitch was too good for her.There was a point when I
lost count of how many of her sentences when she was in Mitch's presences were just 'Um...' or
'Uh...' He rendered her speechless. She was too overawed by him to be in any way an effective
character. I was constantly wondering what the heck he saw in her? Around him she had the
personality of a noodle. I guess she was hot.Not only that, but her personal esteem issues tended to
bleed out and became the fulcrum that powered her opinions of other people as well.
Exasperating.Eve though I have only read three of Kristen Ashley's books, I am finding that she has
many strengths that appeal personally to me as a reader. She create dialogue, supporting
characters and situations that simply draw the reader in and does not let go.For instance, I love the
fact that she doesn't write about the very wealthy.
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